Fairness

Week of January 6, 2016

POBMS UPSTANDER
COLUMN
Do you have any upstanders
in MAP ??

Do you have an upstander in your class,
if so, please send me the story or send
me the MAPper and we will write the
story together. Let’s share all the good
we do every day.

Leadership MAP Pet Drive will go
through to the end of January.
Please contribute dog and cat food. All
donations go to Last Hope , a pet rescue
agency based in Wantagh that helps
homeless animals and exists purely on
donations. Please help.
MAP Activity Suggestions:
Now that winter has set in there are many
games to play to help students connect. Invite your leaders in to do an activity with
your group. They would love to help you
with your door or video. Quite a creative
bunch!
Just a gentle reminder: MAP is a family
space where students get to know each other. They see each other every day across
grades and peer groups. Getting visitors can
be a special treat providing both advisors
agree. Please check with the advisor your
MAPper wants to visit before sending a student as they may be involved in an activity
just for them.
Thanks in advance for your cooperation.
Remember to provide passes.

Extended MAP is Friday, January 22th, look
for information about our first “Dancing with
your Teacher” event. The event is voluntary
and will take place in the auditorium after
Period 2.

Preparing for Spirit Week:
This year we decided to incorporate many of
our new building initiatives under the theme
of Yes We Can______.
We filled in some yes we can statements this
morning during our leadership meeting. Some
are:









Be a good digital citizen
Have a growth mindset
Bring positivity to others
Celebrate our strengths (to help overcome
weaknesses)
Choose to make a difference
Stand Up For What’s Right
Be a Bestie, Not a Bully
Try Our Hardest, Be the Best You Can Be.

Or complete the sentence with your group to
create a truly original door, or video showcasing the uniqueness of your group.

To begin, each MAP group
should create a slogan, or
choose one from above. The
leadership suggestions are
some thoughts for you. Start
by asking, What does YES WE
CAN mean to you?

